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ageLOC® Edition Galvanic Spa System II 
 

Enjoy the luxury and convenience of spa benefits at home as a regular part of your anti-aging routine and at a 

fraction of the price of spa treatments—as little as $8 a session. 

 

The Difference. Demonstrated. 

 Boosts visible benefits of ageLOC Future Serum an average of 80% across multiple signs of aging 

 Delivers 5 times more ageLOC ingredients to your skin than the Galvanic Spa System I 

 Enhances the delivery of key ingredients for up to 24 hours after treatment 

 

Benefits:  

 Rejuvenate your complexion for younger looking skin with ageLOC Galvanic Spa Facial Gels 

 Smooth the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles with Tru Face Line Corrector 

 Smooth the appearance of cellulite for a firmer, more toned body with Galvanic Spa II Body Shaping 

Gel 

 Revitalize your scalp for healthy, abundant looking hair with Nutriol Hair Fitness Treatment 

 

 Features: 

 NEW: Redesigned facial treatment head with larger surface area and comfortable contours 

 NEW: Optimized treatment settings pre-programmed for each product 

 NEW: Larger, brighter backlit LCD display 

 Patented self-adjusting galvanic currents 

 Interchangeable treatment heads for face, body, scalp and targeted treatment areas 

 Hand-held and portable  

 

How it works:  

 Galvanic spa treatments operate on the simple principle that like charges repel and opposites attract. 

The ageLOC Edition Galvanic Spa System II is an at-home use spa instrument that uses the same 

principle to enhance delivery of charged ingredients to the skin 

 A two-step facial uses the ageLOC Galvanic Spa Facial Gels. Impurities that bind to the negatively 

charged Pre-Treat Gel can be drawn from the skin during the positively charged Treatment cycle 

 Use the four interchangeable heads on the ageLOC Galvanic Spa for face, body, scalp and targeted 

treatment areas 

 Select the optimized treatment setting that is pre-programmed with the correct polarity and time to 

match the Galvanic Spa product you are using  

 

Price and Availability:  
Available from independent Nu Skin distributors or online at www.nuskin.com. Introductory ageLOC Spa 

Package, including the new ageLOC Edition Galvanic Spa System II, facial gels and instructional DVD: 

US$375. 
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